Commercial Truck Tires For Trailers
G316® LHT™ DuraSeal + Fuel Max™
Puncture-Sealing* Tire That Helps Save Fuel.

Available Sizes:
- 11R22.5 LR-G
- 295/75R22.5 LR-G
- 285/75R24.5 LR-G

Innovative Sealant built into the tire seals tread punctures* to help keep trucks up-and-running as well as reduce repair and replacement costs.

Fuel-Saving Compounds help promote energy efficiency as the tire rolls to enhance fuel economy.

Protective Shoulder Compound helps guard the outer tread from accidental curb damage.

12/32" Tread Depth balances fuel economy and mileage.

Four-Belt Construction helps enhance toughness and tire life.

Solid Shoulder Rib helps provide uniform wear in the shoulder.

Pressure Distribution Groove helps promote even wear.

Circumferential and Lateral Grooves help deliver all-season traction.

* Seals up to ¼" diameter punctures in the repairable area of the tread. Does not seal sidewall punctures.
G394 SST® DuraSeal + Fuel Max™

A Fuel-Efficient, Wide Base Trailer Tire With The Enhanced Puncture Resistance Of DuraSeal Technology.

- Innovative sealant built into the tire seals tread punctures* to help keep trucks up and running and reduce repair and replacement costs.
- Fuel-saving compounds help promote energy efficiency as the tire rolls to enhance fuel economy.
- Robust shoulder design helps provide resistance to accidental curb damage.
- Wide base construction helps reduce overall vehicle weight for increased payload capacity.
- 12/32” tread depth helps balance tread life, fuel economy and weight for increased payload.
- Optimized tread and mold design help provide a uniform footprint for confident handling and a quiet ride.
- Matching retreads help provide “like-new” performance compared to the original tread.

* Seals up to ¼” diameter punctures in the repairable area of the tread. Does not seal sidewall punctures.
fleetHQ offers an array of premium benefits to help reduce your operating costs. These benefits go beyond tires and extend to services and information that help make it easier to do business. In the past, these advantages were available exclusively to the largest national fleets. fleetHQ makes them available to fleets of every size, including owner/operators.

Join fleetHQ Today

The sooner you join, the sooner you’ll discover how fleetHQ makes your business easier to manage. On the road or in your office, you can count on fleetHQ for innovative solutions like Goodyear tires.

There’s no cost to join, so contact your local fleetHQ Dealer today. For more information, go to www.fleetHQ.com, or call the fleetHQ Solution Center at 1.866.fleetHQ (866.353.3847).

“We’re saving in excess of 20% in our total tire program, thanks to fleetHQ.”*

- Robert Kreglow
Transportation Manager
Ohio Eastern Express

*Your results may vary based on road and hauling conditions and maintenance practices.